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The MASIV survey of 482 compact sources at 6 cm found that halfof them exhibit low level

interstellar scintillation on timescales of two days. The ISS amplitude is quantified by the struc-

ture function of the flux density at a time lag of 2 d, which is found to decrease with redshifts in

the range 2–4. A structure function model is given dependingon the fraction of flux density and

angular diameter in the most compact core in each source. If the core emission is limited to a

maximum brightness temperature, the minimum diameter should increase as(1+ z)0.5. However

the observed decrease in ISS is significantly faster than this prediction. We consider a possible

explanation in terms of angular broadening in the ionized IGM, based on optical observations of

the Lyα forest.
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Cosmological Implications of the MASIV Quasar Survey Barney Rickett

1. Interpretation of the MASIV Survey

The Micro-Arcsecond Scintillation-Induced Variability (MASIV) survey of rapid variations
in 6 cm flux density of flat spectrum compact radio sources was conducted in four 3 or 4 day
observing epochs over a year. [7] reported results from the first epoch andjau2007 reported the
results from all four epochs , in which over half of the 482 flatspectrum compact radio sources
observed showed low level variability on time scales of 3 days or less. The cause of the variations
was shown to be interstellar scintilaton (ISS), which requires the sources to have a compact “core“
of angular size<∼50µas. Most interestingly, it was found that the fraction of sources showing ISS
decreases with redshift above about 2. Here we attempt to interpret this important result.

We first describe the use of the structure function to quantify the amplitude and time scale of
the variations. Since in the 4 epochs we only observed each source at intervals of 2 hr over 3–4 d,
we cannot determine time scales shorter than 2 hr or longer than 3 d. Here we characterize the
variance in each “light curve” by the structure function at atime lag oft = 2 d:

D(t) =
1
Nt

Σ j,k(S j −Sk)
2 (1.1)

whereS j is a flux density measurement normalized by the mean flux density of the source over all
4 epochs andNt is the number of pairs of flux densities with a time lagt binned in 2-hr increments.
The structure function provides a statistically reliable estimator which can be modelled even for
short data spans. We combined all 4 epochs to improve the statistics of each estimate and subtracted
the estimated contribution due to noise and calibration errors. We then fitted a simple curve to each
one and estimatedD(t = 2d) and the time scaleτiss, which is defined by the time interval at which
D(t) would reach half of its saturation value that would be obtained at very large time lags. For
the fastest variationsD(t) rises quickly to a saturated value and we classified the variations as fast
if τiss≤ 0.5 d. In the many cases of slow variations we see no saturation in D(t) and can only set
a lower limit of 3 d onτiss. The time scale is then classified as medium for estimates betwen 0.5
and 3 d. No time scale was estimated for sources for whichD(t = 2d) < 0.0002, i.e. 2 d difference
in flux density less than 1% rms. The upper panel of Figure 1 shows a scatter plot ofD(t = 2d)
for the 335 sources for which we have redshifts [10]. We now consider why and how the structure
function might depend on redshift.

In order to modelD(t = 2d), we need to understand both the irregular electron density struc-
ture in the interstellar medium (ISM) and the angular sturcture of the most compact parts of flat
spectrum sources. Whereas pulsars behave as point sources and exhibit 100% ISS on times as short
as minutes, even the most compact extra-galactic sources have diameters large enough to heavily
quench their ISS, which reduces the ISS amplitude and lengthens its time scale. The low level vari-
ations on a few days of many flat spectrum sources was discovered by Heeschen [2], who called it
flickering, and showed it to be due to ISS from its dependence on Galactic latitude [3].

Using the method developed for the ISS of quasar B0917+624 [12], which assumes a Kol-
mogorov ISM and Gaussian core for the quasar, we can approximate the structure function for a
source large enough to substantially quench its ISS as:

D(t) ∼ 2x2m2
θ

ta

ta + τa
θ

; mθ ∼





θF
√

θ2
F + θ2

src





7/6

; τθ ∼
L
V

√

θ2
F + θ2

src . (1.2)
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Figure 1: Upper panel: Scatter plot ofD(2d) against source redshift. The different symbols represent the
three classifications of ISS timescale, as described in the text. Sources below the threshold of 0.0002 (weak
variation) are plotted as plus signsCenter panel: Mean value ofD(2d) in redshift bins (excluding extreme
IHV quasar J1819+3845). Note lower levels of ISS at high redshift. The lines are theoretical relations
described in the text.Lower panel: Fraction of sources in each timescale class in each bin. Notethat fast
variables decrease wih redshift more quickly than medium and slow variables.

Here x is the fraction of the source flux density in a compact core of angular sizeθsrc, θF =
√

λ/(2πL) is the angular size subtended by the Fresnel scale in a scattering region at distance
L, anda is a constant (1≤ a ≤ 2) that depends on the density distribution in the local ISM,which
we here set to unity (see [13]). In this expression the scintillation index (rms/mean) for a point
source is taken to be 100% assuming that 5 GHz is near the transition from weak to strong ISS and
V the velocity of the Earth relative to the scattering region is assumed to be typically 30-50 km/s.

Under the conditions of the MASIV survey with a typical scattering distance ofL = 500 pc,
the ISS is heavily suppressed (θsrc > θF) which reduces

D(t = 2d) ∼ x2(θsrc/7µarcsec)−7/3(1+ Lθsrc/V 2d)−1 . (1.3)

This shows thatD(2d) decreases strongly with increasing source diameter, with the bracketed factor
causing a further decrease for ISS time scales long comparedto 2 d. Applying this to Figure 1 we
conclude that the AGNs and quasars that constitute the MASIVsample have angular diameters that
increase substantially beyond a redshift of about 2. The bottom panel of that Figure shows that the
fraction of fast scintillators decreases more rapidly withredshift than the fractions of medium and
slow scintillators. This reinforces the idea that there arefewer very compact sources beyondz = 2,
since the fast scintillators must have smaller angular diameters than medium or slow scintillators.

The well-known “θ − z” relation would be one way of modelling this phenomenon, however,
it is based on the model of an emitter of fixed length viewed versus redshift. A better physical
model is that the sources are the compact cores of beamed jetspointing nearly toward the Earth.
The MASIV sources were selected to have flat or inverted radiospectra which implies that the
most compact emission is self-absorbed and so limited by a maximum brightness temperature (e.g.
[11, 6]). Consequently we consider a model in which the typical compact core has fractionx
of its flux density in a component with a maximum brightness temperatureTb,comov in the “co-
moving frame”, which may be boosted by the Doppler factor of the jet above the limits imposed by
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synchrotron self-absorption or inverse Compton losses.θsrc is the apparent diameter as the waves
enter the ISM which can be related to the observed compact fluxdensity and brightness temperature
Tb,obs. Since the latter will be reduced by cosmological expansionto Tb,obs= Tb,comov/(1+ z), we
modelθsrc= θemit

√
1+ z. We now assume no redshift evolution of the co-moving sourcequantities

(θemit andx) and obtainD(2d) ∝ (1+ z)−7/6. In the middle panel of Figure 1 we plot a curve of
this form scaled to pass through the points nearz = 2, since the co-moving source quantities are
not known.

While it is clear that the curve is a poor fit to the observations at both low and high redshifts, we
are most concerned with understanding the high redshift deficit. It states that the typical angular
diameters of these AGN sources increase between a redshift of 2.25 and 3.75 by more than is
predicted assuming a fixed maximum brightness temperature and simple cosmological expansion.
The pairs of horizontal lines in the left panel of Figure 2 show the observedD(2d) as upper and
lower error bounds at these redshifts. The solid and dashed curves are from equation (1.2) with the
unknown compact fraction as a parameter (blue forz = 2.2 and red forz = 3.7). The intersection of
the lines and curves determine co-moving source diameterθemit. For example, with a 10% compact
fraction the blue and red arrows give the allowed ranges inθemit.

We conclude thatθemit increases by a factor of two fromz = 2.2 toz = 3.7 and that 0.02< x < 1
is typical of these sources. With the smallest allowablex ∼ 0.02 the observations requireθemit>∼
5µas atz = 3.7, corresponding to an observed minimum diameterθsrc>∼10µas at that redshift. The
increase in angular diameter with redshift could be due to evolution of the jet sources or the effects
of propagation though the intergalactic medium (IGM). We now discuss the latter interpretation.

2. Angular Broadening in the Ionized Inter-Galactic Medium
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Figure 2: Left: Theoretical relation ofD(2d) to the emitted source diameter for redshifts redshifts of 2.25
and 3.75 with the compact fractionx as a parameter.Right: Geometry of Inter-Galactic Scattering.

Angular broadening of radio waves as they propagate throughthe IGM could cause their ap-
parent diameters to increase with redshift. Here we give a brief discussion of this effect due to
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random density fluctuations in the ionized IGM (IIGM), but recognize that random gravitational
lensing might also be important.

While the Lyα forest provides a wealth of observations on the neutral H content of the IGM,
there is little observational evidence on the IIGM, which isthought to contain most of the baryons
in the Universe under current cosmological models. The key observable from the Lyα forest is the
column density of neutral HNHI ∼ nHIL, whereL is a typical size of the HI clouds. Its distribution
function over a wide range in column density has been studiedversus redshift by a number of
authors [8, 9, 4]. However, our concern is the electron density ne, which is thought to result
from photo-ionization of the IGM by UV photons from quasars.Haardt and Madau [1] describe a
cosmological model for this ionizing radiation, which maximizes the ionization rate for redshifts 2-
3. Near this maximum and assuming ionization equilibrium, one obtainsne ∼

√
4nHI cm−3. Then

if we consider the IGM as clouds of sizeL with mean densitiesneL andnHI we can relateneL to the
HI column density by

neL ∼
√

4NHI/Lcm−3. (2.1)

In order to predict the angular broadening in these ionized clouds we have to make several
further assumptions. We assume the plasma in the clouds is itself turbulent, similar to the condition
in our own Galaxy, such thatne exhibits a fully developed Kolmogorov spectrum withδne ∼ neL

and outer scale∼ L. From this we can predict the rms angle of scattering by a single cloud at
redshiftz for a source at redshiftzs:

θig ∼ 0.46λ 2.2r1.2
e < neL >1.2 L0.2 (2.2)

For wavelengthλ at the cloud this gives the (very small) deflection angle in radians at the cloud.
In addition to the reduction fromλ = λobs/(1+ z), the angle we observe is reduced by the ratio of
angular diameter distance between source and cloud and the distance between source and observer
(see right panel of Figure 2).
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Figure 3: Left: Models for the distribution function of HI column densities from [9]; the dashed line with
slope -2.2 is tangent to the model at the vertical dashed lineNHI ∼ 2×1021 cm−2,; the red line has slope
−1.4. Right: Model Calculation of the angular broadening in the ionized IGM as a function of source
redshift. See text for the many assumptions.

A line of sight to a source atzs will pass through many clouds of differing column density and
redshift. Since these scatterings are independent we sum their squares weighted by the intersection
probablitydP = g(NHI,z)dNHIdz. Observers have modelled their results by assumingg to be the
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separable product of functions ofNHI andz. g = N−β
HI A(z) cm2. Peebles [8] cites values appropriate

for redshifts near 3 and column densities near 1014 cm−2, asβ = 1.46, A(z) = 5.5× 106(1+ z)γ

with γ = 2.75. Though these power law forms apply over limited ranges inboth variables, we have
used them in a numerical integration of the complete expression for the squared angle of scattering
versuszs

We use equation (2.1) to eliminateneL but in place of the factor 4 we insert the analytical
model for the redshift dependence of the ionization rate given by [1]. The integrand overNHI is the
observedg(NHI,z) times a factorN1.2

HI L−0.8. So now we must assume a model for the cloud sizes
L, which we boldly take to be 10 kpc independent of redshift, since it is thought that the clouds
themselves do not expand with the Hubble flow. The left panel of figure 3 shows a composite
model for the dependence ofg on NHI nearz = 2.7 ([9]). In view of the factorN1.2

HI , the integral is
dominated by the largestNHI, for which the dependence is not steeper thanNHI ∝ N−2.2

HI . In the right
panel of Figure 3 we plot the predicted angle of scattering versus the redshift of the source. The
prediction∼ 1µas is far below the 10µas lower bound for the minimum observed source diameter
derived above. Further if the scattering is caused by the structures such as DLAs with the highest
neutral column density, the low sky covering fraction of these objects means that their angular
broadening will also apply over a small fraction of the sky.

3. Conclusions

MASIV sources show a decrease in ISS amplitude with redshift. The ISS amplitude is quan-
tified by the structure function of the flux density at a time lag of 2 d. We give a simple model for
how this depends on the fraction of flux density and angular diameter of the most compact core in
each source. If the core emission is limited to a maximum brightness temperature, the minimum
diameter should increase as(1+ z)0.5. However the observed decrease in ISS is significantly faster
than this prediction, implying a doubling in source diameter observed at 6 cm between redshift 2.2
and 3.7 and minimum of 10µas for sources at redshift 3.7. We consider a possible explanation for
the increase in terms of angular broadening in the ionized IGM, but find that a simple model based
on the Lyα forest results is ten times too small to explain the observeddecrease. However, the po-
tential of investigating the unseen baryons in the IIGM makes it important to re-examine the many
assumptions in the model, including the possible evolutionin beamed emission from the AGN jets.
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